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Restaurant story appliances and recipes

Note that the Help/FAQ section of the game's main menu responds to a number of common queries. Here you will find some more questions answered... Can I transfer my game to another device? Yes. Here you can find a step by step guide on how to do it. Note that this method will result in all your
Storm8 games being transferred, although they can be transferred back by the same method. Can I change my Storm8 ID? Yes. To do so, email support@teamlava.com giving its current Storm8 ID, at least three different names you'd like as your new Storm8 ID, and an appropriate reason for the
change. Can I restart my game from the beginning? Not. At present, the only way to start over is through a new account, which can only be done through another device. When is the game reset for a new day? Midnight Pacific Standard Time (PST). To convert this to your time zone, you can go here.
What is the maximum number of household appliances? There is no limit, although you can only unlock 18 appliance slots without spending gems. The 18th device is unlocked at level 73. After this point, you can choose to add additional slots for 49 gems each. At what levels are the new appliance slots
unlocked? To start the game, you are given 2 slots. Then the number of slots increases in increments of four, then five, and repeats. So in full: Slot Number Unlocked Level 3 5 4 10 5 14 6 19 7 23 8 28 9 32 10 37 611 41 12 46 13 50 14 55 15 59 16 64 17 68 18 73 How can I buildable ed appliances? Tap
the box for tiles to show after purchasing the appliance, and you'll see a window containing the requirements for building the appliance. Tap Ask friends to order pieces from neighbors or use gems (note that the number of jewelry displayed is for one part : don't buy up to the required number of pieces). All
of your existing parts are automatically included in your count. What recipes are available on each device? There's too much to list here, but don't save you free to visit the excellent Supreme Dynasty that has a complete list of recipes, both past and present. What parts are necessary for each edible
apparatus? Again, there are too many appliances to list everyone here, but the Supreme Dynasty has a superb table with all the details for appliances past and present. What is an Easy device? These are improved versions of basic ovens, stoves and grills. The improvement is that they do not require any
touch to prepare food before cooking, and only a tap to serve after cooking. What is a Forever apparatus? These are improved versions of basic ovens, stoves and grills. The improvement is that the food cooked in them is never damaged. What is an appliance? These are improved versions of basic
ovens, stoves and grills. The improvement is that food takes 20% less time to cook. For example, a 1-day recipe will take just 17 hours, 36 minutes to cook (remember that 1-day recipes typically take 22 hours to cook). What does 'mastering' a recipe mean? This means cooking a recipe recipe to fill the
meter along the bottom of the dish in the recipe book. The number of times a dish has to be cooked to dominate each level and the rewards for doing so are as follows: Mastery Level Number of Dishes Reward 1 8 2000 coins and 20 XP 2 23 1 jewel and 50 XP 3 43 4000 coins and 100 XP 4 83 1 jewel
and 200 XP How do I unlock Apple cider in the drinks machine? You can't. This recipe was part of the Christmas goals in 2011, and if you don't unlock it by completing them at the time, then you can never unlock it. The same applies to other target items such as holiday ham, and also many recipes that
have been removed altogether, such as pumpkin flour and Christmas crooked. How can I move the door? There must always be a door placed in your restaurant, so to move it you need to buy another door for 10 gems on the Wall Decorations tab. Then place wherever you want and store the other door.
How do I remove wallpapers and floor tiles I bought previously? Unfortunately you can't. You can only place different wallpapers or floor tiles over existing ones, which will result in the transfer of the originals to storage. What are the boxes in the last tab? This is a lottery. For 24 gems you get a lucky dip in
the box and you will be given a random item. However, some elements are more common than others. I ask you to take a look at the contents of the boxes before parting with any gem by visiting the Storm8 Forums. If I have enough coins or gems, can I skip an expansion and move directly to the next
one? Not. You must apply all extensions in order. How do I get the flowers needed to complete the Floral Bouquet in the Collectibles section? Each of the flowers appears when you buy wallpapers and wall decorations. However, they are very rare to come. I can only suggest buying lots of wallpaper and
watches! Why aren't there more goals? The objectives are published only occasionally, and not according to any deadline. Its launch is usually related to the time of year (for example. Christmas, Valentine's Day, summer). If any, they will appear on the right side of this page. Why do some of my
neighbours' requests only appear to me 2 days after doing so? This is because of your neighbor. Players can only make 20 gift requests per day, so if they do more, then the unseen ones are first brought in the next day. If they make more than 40 requests, those that do not respond are taken to a third
day, and so on. How can I use images in messages to neighbours? To do this you need to download an outwith Restaurant Story program (or TeamLava). The most widely used app for this is called Emoji and can be found here (UK app store). Here are links to the RS information. If is new to the game
and needs a guide to the basics, click here. This person did a very good job of covering all the basics!! List of all foods in the history of the restaurant! THANKSGIVING GOALS 2017 Goals: Decoration: Unlocked Decoration: Turkey Turkey Appliances and recipes: CHRISTMAS GOALS 2014 Goals:
Decoration: New decoration for Christmas goals RS 2014 Appliances and recipes: ITALIAN GOALS 2014 Objectives: Appliances: Unlocked decoration: SPRING GOALS 20 Goals 14: Appliances: Unlocked Decoration: Unlocked Decoration: Lace Counter Cowboy Goals 2013 Anniversary Cruise Targets
2013 Valentine's Day Edition 2013 Christmas Edition 2012 --not really a new edition , only new content and goals Halloween Edition 2012 About Halloween Edition Sami Strategies for the Valentine's Day edition (this is a different edition , but the same general rules apply) Goals Overview of party time!
Goal, step 1 hour of the party! Goal, step 2 Dinner and dance Party time! Goal, step 3 Everyone wants to get in! Party time! Goal, Step 4 Only Living room Party time! Goal, Step 5 Horrors D'oeuvres Final Reward: Headless Horse Man A Little Help from My Target Friends (RS) A Family Reunion Goal,
Step 1 A Family Reunion Goal, Step 2 Party Plans A Family Reunion Goal, Step 3 Monster Munchies A Family Reunion Goal, Step 4 Cupcake Conundrum A Family Reunion Goal, Step 5 Meter A Family Reunion Goal Step 6 Snack Attack a Family Reunion Goal , Step 7 Dietary Concerns Final Reward:
Zombie Waiter Waiter Target Dead (RS) Witch Stove? Target, step 1 witch stove? Goal, step 2 Stings batty witch stove? Goal, Step 3 Dinner is served Target Gratitude Gift (RS) Articles from weekly updates New edition of Halloween Blocked by Frankenstein Headless Horseman Zombie Waiter Goal
Articles New Appliances Witch Stove Monster Oven Monster Recipes Monster Oven Recipes World Games Edition 2012 On the strategies of the Sami game world edition for the Valentine's Day edition (this is a different edition , but the same general rules apply) Goals The World Games! Goal, Step 1
The World Games! Goal, Step 2 Shop to shoppe The World Games! Goal, step 3 Game on! End Result: Torch Ice Cream London Summers Goal, Step 1 London Summers Goal, Step 2 Picnic Ping Pong London Summers Goal, Step 3 Coolin' Down Final Result: Tennis Table Counter Going Global Goal,
Step 1 Going Global Goal, Step 2 International Appetites Going Global Goal, Step 3 Melting Can Big Time BBQ Goal, Step 1 Big Time Barbecue Target, Step 2 Firepit Sliders Big Time Barbecue , Step 3 Podium Awards! End Result: Summer Sport Podium Great Goal Eaters, Step 1 Big Target Eaters
Game, Step 2 Junk Food Bigwigs Big Game Target Eaters, Step 3 Invitations! Great Game Eaters Goal, Step 4 End of Summer Final Result: Gold Medal Greeting All Recipes Blocked by Goal All Closed by Goal Items Summer Sport World Couch Gold Medal Greeter Tennis Table Counter Items from
Weekly Updates New Appliances Ice Cream Machine Machine Fire Pit Grill Constructible Appliance Parts Requirements: Recipes for Each Appliance: Weekly Updates Explanations and Guides: Valentine's Day Edition 2012 (The goals of this edition are no longer available) Sami strategies for valentine's
edition goals (overview) Exacto Scallops , Step 1 Exacto scallops, Step 2, Give me some sugar Scallops, Step 3, Love is like Ultimate Reward: Chocolate Pretzels Extra Cash, Step 1 Extra Money, Step 2 Plans Wafflebot Extra Cash, Step 3 Wafflebot, Operational! Final reward: Extra Cash Goal Cook
From the Heart Valentine Robot, Step 1 Cook From the Heart, Step 2 Silver Screen Cook From the Heart, Step 3 All 'Choked Up End Reward: Artichoke Hearts On the Fritz, Step 1 On the Fritz, Step 2 Secret Recipe On the Fritz, Step 3 Sweet Robomance Supercare, Step 1 Supercare, Step 2 Bring It
Back Supercare, Step 3 Hearts Banned Anti-Hunger Team, Step 1 Anti-Hunger Team, Step 2 Tuna Ticket Surprise Anti-Hunger Team, Step 3 Measure to Measure Final Reward: Lovely Pancakes Aspirations, Step 1 Aspirations, Step 2 The Tip Jar Aspirations, Step 3 New Recipe Phoebe Ultimate
Reward: Eggs on a Blanket Decor Items Limited Time Piano Extra Cash Goal Movie Poster Robot All Recipes Locked by Target (Overview While Locked) Weekly Updates New Decoration Items 2/2 New Decoration Items 2/10 2/10
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